
CHINESE NEW YEAR SALE!!

EMAN CLOGTWO

(left)
Delight

Acrylic on Canvas
42cm x 59cm

2009
Original Price: $2,000

CNY SALE PRICE: $1,500

(right)
You Are What You Eat

Acrylic on Canvas
43cm X 33cm

2010
Original Price: $3,200

CNY SALE PRICE: $2,800

Description: 
Ice-creams are delight able desserts, but eating too much of it may give you tooth decay, as the pain eat 
silently through your gums and rotting your teeth away. This painting also depicts the racial tension 
in Singapore. It may seem that Singapore is peaceful on the outside, but truth is there are some racial 
difficulties faced.

Biography: 
Many of the people I’ve met tend to forget my real birth name sometimes; I think it’s not as significant or 
important after Clogtwo was found in 2004, on a chemically sprayed wall in a dark canal, general known 
to man as graffiti art and to some, vandalism. Clogtwo’s works merges from relative questions from 
social behavior to the mysteries of our religion beliefs.  I’ve worked with National Arts Council, National 
Health Promotion Board, Singapore National Museum, Singapore Arts Museum, OKTO channel and 
Adidas, to name a few, but it looks like Clogtwo managed to get all the credit.



ANDY YANG

        Cannonball
Oil on canvas

110cm by 142cm
2009

Original Price: $2,500
CNY SALE PRICE: $2,000

Birth
Oil on Canvas

110cm by 142cm
2009

Original Price: $2,500
CNY SALE PRICE: $2,000

Indian Universe 
Acrylic, Gold Flakes & Gold Foil on Linen

50cm by 50cm
2011

Original Price: $1,500
CNY SALE PRICE: $1,000

 Emo 12  
Acrylic On Canvas

40cm by 120cm
2011

Original Price: $1, 500
CNY SALE PRICE: $1,000



Emo 11 & 12
Acrylic On Canvas
40cm by 120cm

2011
Original Price: $2,000 each

CNY SALE PRICE: $1,000 each

Description/Biography: Andy has been working as a professional Illustrator/Artist over the last 11 years, 
supporting advertising and design agencies both locally and internationally and has garnered quite a 
number of prestigious advertising awards under his wings, from D&AD UK to Communication Arts US 
and the latest, Cannes Lions. Andy has been fervently experimenting with different mediums in his work 
since year 2000. The visual impacts of his works are derived from his expressive techniques of mixing 
mediums and clashing colours. Sometimes they also escape the formal confines of the canvas and ex-
tend onto the frames, highlighting the capriciousness of his thought process. 

His ongoing passion to paint with music saw him collaborating with Singapore art-rock band “The 
Observatory” in January 2011 for their “Anitya” series at Earl Lu Gallery at LaSalle College of The Arts 
and the 3rd performance at the Nokia BlackBox Art Showcase where he put up an experimental 
performance exploring the relationship between music and non-musical art form.

In August the same year 2011, Andy was invited by Substation’s Associate Artist Alumni to work on The 
Substation’s 21st Anniversary featuring “Dance, Tree, Dance” which was a tribute perfomance to Kuo 
Pao Kun based on his famous play “The Silly Little Girl and the Funny Old Tree”.

Andy is currently preparing for a 3rd solo show and is on the lookout for a suitable gallery to showcase 
the existing “Emotion” series.



RAHUL JOSHI

Untitled 1
Digital Photography

84cm by 59cm
2009

Original Price: $3,000
CNY SALE PRICE: $2,500

Description:
‘I am a photographer and designer largely because I enjoy looking at and creating beautiful things. 
My visual work is simply an attempt at accurately portraying the mysteries of the world: the perfection 
inherent in light, in shapes, in people and in objects, without any theoretical or intellectual filers.’ 



WENDY LIM 

Duets 2
Porcelain and Acrylic mounted on teak wood

34cm by 34cm
2009

Original Price: $600
CNY SALE PRICE: $460

Description: 
"Duets", is created from a composition of two entities (singing the same tune, back to back) by using the 
application of combined materials of porcelain slips and mesh-wires. It is intriguing to observe how two 
juxtaposing materials in one work are able to unite their qualities and emerge harmoniously with their 
ability to prove that they have subsisted resolutely to become one cohesive unit. 

Fat Lady
Stoneware

ORIGINAL PRICE: $1,000
CNY SALE PRICE: $888

Description:
Size has no implication to be a lesser being. I feel that happiness and confidence come from self 
acceptance. Hence my 'Fat Lady' is seated with a contented smile. 



TAN SEOW WEI

Dream a little Dream (Series)
Mixed Media on Art Card

80cm by 100cm each
2009

Origianal Price: $2,400
CNY SALE PRICE: $1,800

Description: 
With the advent of modern science, dreams remain mysterious, unfathomable. Why do we have 
dreams? Are they “images from random electrical activity in the brain” or divine messages from spiritual 
entities? Amongst all explanations, I am most fascinated by psychoanalysis of dreams whereby it is 
linked to repressed emotions and drives. 

“Dreams interpretation is the royal path to (discovery of the) unconscious”
- Sigmund Freud

A Dream a Day is a series of drawings dream inspired. Taking note of dreams each day, I translated 
these fuzzy mental images in my mind into tangible works of art, in hope that it would unveil my 
innermost emotions.

Biography:
Tan Seow Wei is a graduate from LASALLE College of the Arts with Bachelors
of Arts (Hons) Painting. Tan has won a number of awards including Winston Oh Travelogue Award in 
2007, Georgette Chen Scholarship in 2006, and Tan Tze Chor Art Award in 2003.

She has also participated in various group exhibits such as Intrinsic at The Esplanade Jendela Space, 
and Air Conditioned Recession: A Singapore Survey at VWFA, and Go Figure at Fost Gallery. Tan 
currently teaches Art at Temasek Polytechnic.



KHAIRULLAH

Villains in a Tank
Acrylic on Canvas

40cm by 31cm each
2010

Original Price: $3,300 for a set of 3
CNY SALE PRICE: $2,800 for a set of 3

Description:
Developing his investigation on the idea of the "supporting role", Khai still uses mainly animals to convey 
this idea. In his recent series of paintings, he compared the idea of the elephant and the rhinoceros to 
the popular Batman and Robin duo in the context of the animal kingdom. By infusing elements of humour 
into the paintings, the animals have now been removed from its original context of a strong animal into 
somewhat a laughing stock. 



SHARMILA ROSELI

Adam & Eve
Canvas Print

15,29cm by 42cm
2010

Original Price: $2,000 for a set of 2
CNY SALE PRICE: $1,000 for a set of 2

Description:
This piece is based on a series of work I did for a Safe Sex Campaign named "Safe At Lust". I used 
Adam & Eve as reference to portray Male, Female and the lust they had for each other. I blended in 
elements onto the artwork by adding armor to represent both sexes protecting themselves from the harm 
they could get into if they were to engage in sexual activities. 

Biography:
Sharmila Roseli majored in Graphic design & illustration from Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts who's 
passionate in creating mixed media collage pieces as it could bring out a whole new meaning to 
everyday objects by mixing the old and the new.



BENJAMIN TEO

Gun & Roses
Silkscreen on Canvas

70cm by 60cm
2011

Original Price: $3,000 for a set
CNY SALE PRICE: $2,000 for a set

Description: 
The visual narrative explores the fine line between love & hate and how these contrasting human emo-
tions share similar qualities of intensity, passion and attention.  

Biography: 
Exploring human emotions and symbolisms of everyday life, Benjamin’s art is a visual manifestation that 
expresses his option about contrast. The narratives in his artwork are often a reaction to his environment 
that lands itself onto the canvas. 

Benjamin is a hybrid visual artist that applies his work in the commercial & art world.



ARNEWATY

    

      

Pelagic Series (L/01, 02, 05, 06)
Acrylic and Aerosol on Canvas

100cm by 100cm
2007

Original Price: $3,500 each
CNY SALE PRICE: $2,000 each 

Description:
My paintings relate about the notion of repetition to create accumulation of brush forms, which can be 
achieved by utilizing the technique of free-hand patterning as the approach.
Repetitive brush forms function as a catalyst, which interwove the concept and the technique under-
taken.The layering of the brush forms help to create beautiful depth and intense saturation of the acrylic 
paint pigment.

Biography:
Arnewaty is a graduate from LASALLE College of the Arts with a Bachelor of Arts (Hons), a specialised 
programme validated by The Royal Charter of The Open University (UK) and earned a Diploma (with a 
Distinction in Fine Arts (Painting) from LASALLE-SIA College of the Arts.
She was a recipient of the Goh Chok Tong Youth Promise Award 2007 and won theWinston Oh 
Travelogue Award in 2006.
Arne’s art practice concerns repetitive brush forms in multiplicity. She is inspired by the formation 
of mammatus, accumulation in nature and pelagic transformation. Being a fan of mammatus, she brings 
a camera with her most of the time to capture interesting cloud formations. 



TERMS & CONDITIONS

1) Interested buyers can visit SCYA Studio to take a look at the paintings up close. SCYA studio is at 
90, Goodman Rd, BLK B, #03-08. We are open every Tuesday – Saturdays, 12pm – 8pm. 

2) All paintings are signed and a letter of authenticity will be given to all buyers.

3) All artworks will be securely wrapped and ready for pick up. 

4) There will be a delivery & installation charge should buyer wants SCYA to deliver and install 
artwork in their venue. 

5) Only cheques or bank transfer payment is encouraged. We will produce receipt after sale of 
artwork. 

6) We are open to customised requests with regards to the purchase of the artwork. 

ABOUT SCYA

SCYA is the acronym for Singapore Contemporary Young Artists, a society that aims to generate 
interest in Contemporary Art and Art by Singaporean/PR Young Artists to enable and further 
discussion and practice in Art in Singapore. 
 
SCYA’s objective is to encourage relationships between Young Singaporean/PR Artists and 
communities, schools, corporate and government sectors to increase appreciation of 
Contemporary Art by Young Artists in Singapore.
 
The Society comprises a team of Artists, Art Educators, Art Administrators, Art Students & Art 
Enthusiasts, who are bound by the common purpose and passion of promoting Contemporary 
Art by Young Artists in Singapore.
 
SCYA functions to achieve this via four main platforms:
- Exhibitions To showcase Artists by exhibiting their works in physical and online web spaces. 

These include the SCYA website, blog, Facebook, Twitter & other streams of 
online promotions with Local & International Partners.

- Research To research Contemporary Art Trends adopted by Young Artists to compile a 
publication as a directory featuring a new collection of Young Artists where 
possible, every 3 years.

- Education Talks, Workshops, Residencies: Educational outreach programmes to engage 
Artists with members of the public and corporate, arts, community and 
educational sectors.

- Commission Commissioned services for clients who require customised artworks.

Contact for inquiries:
Jacquelyn Soo
scya@contemporaryart.sg
97569247

Billy Soh 
billy@contemporaryart.sg
97912150

Visit our website:
http://www.contemporaryart.sg
http://www.scyaproject.wordpress.com

http://www.scyaproject.wordpress.com/
http://www.contemporaryart.sg/
mailto:billy@contemporaryart.sg
mailto:scya@contemporaryart.sg

